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since they furnished our ships with bulky outward cargoes cor-
responding to the bulky imports of grain, timber, and forage,
which our swollen population and ruined countryside combined
to render necessary. And for them we retained two decisive
advantages—the nearness of our coalfields to the sea and the
excellence of our steam-coal for bunkering ships. It was other-
wise with the iron and steel industry. There our last special
advantage had disappeared with the discovery of the Gilchrist-
Thomas process, recorded in Chapter IV; and the accompanying
table1 tells the story of our sinking to third place. We continued,
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it is true, for a little longer to lead Germany in the production
of pig-iron; it was not till 1903 that she passed us there also. But
considering the primacy, which steel had by 1900 attained as the
universal material for rails, engines, ships, metal bridges, tools,
machines, guns, armour, and engineering generally, the fact
that two other countries alone produced much more than three
times the British steel output implies a quite fundamental de-
parture from the economic relation between our island and the
rest of the world, as it had been in the heyday of the Victorian
'workshop9. Nor was our recession in scale only. Germany and
the United States made their steel with newer, larger, more
efficient units of plant than ours, and fairly outclassed us under
most aspects. In 1900 we imported 283,075 tons of German,
Belgian, and American steel;2 in 1902, 533,808 tons; and the
amount grew fast later.
The Lancashire cotton industry remained our largest single
source of export. But the change in its outlook was becoming
fundamental. It may be seen from the altered figures3 for con-
sumption of raw cotton by manufacturers.
1 Figures from the same, p. 353.
a The return includes an unspecified but probably small amount of manu-
factured iron.
3 From p. 443 of the Fiscal Blue Book (Cd. 1761 of 1903), which based them on
Messrs. ElUson & Co.'s Annual Review of the Cotton Trade.

